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Do you have children? Get a pet!

Do you have a pet? And if not, should you get one? The answer is a big "yes", especially if you have children,
according to The Pet Report 2015, compiled by Pets At Home.

The report surveyed 2,438 pet owners, using their responses to piece together a better understanding of the role that
pets play in our lives. Today, almost half of all UK households (around 12 million) have pets, with a pet population of
around 58 million.

Why do we keep pets?

There are six main reasons for taking on a pet:

Comfort

Pets are a source of comfort. The companionship of a pet is the main reason why people choose to share their lives
with animals.
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Do you enjoy watching your cat groom itself?  Credit: Alamy

Aesthetics

Pets are aesthetically pleasing. I know that I take pleasure from watching my cat groom himself or observing my dogs
running gracefully when out on walks.

Making friends

Pets provide a valuable means of social interaction. If you have a pet, people are more likely to visit you, or to talk to
you in public. Past research has shown that more than half of the British public think that dog owners are friendlier
than non-dog owners. 
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A pet therapy session at Great Ormond Street Hospital  Credit: Andrew Crowley

Your health

Pets improve your health. There's increasing evidence of the benefits brought by pets to human psychological and
physical health.

Security

Pets provide security: a barking dog is an age-old intruder warning system that's valued wherever dogs are kept,
from central London to the slums of Delhi .

Status

A pet can be a status symbol. It's the worst reason to keep a pet, but there's no doubt that "cool" breeds are widely
admired, bringing kudos to their owners. 

Pets are good for children

The Pet Report looked into these reasons for pet ownership in more detail, with a particular focus on pets and young
people.  

An astonishing 93% of children now grow up with a pet, with four out of five parents believing that the presence of a
pet in the home has a positive impact on their child's development, making them more responsible (58 per cent), and
improving their behaviour (28 per cent).
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Dogs are the most popular pet Credit: Alamy

Despite many perceiving that cat ownership is easier than dog ownership, dogs are still the number one family pet,
with parents believing dogs bring their children more happiness than cats (54 per cent vs 25 per cent), although dog
ownership has declined by a tenth in the past 30 years.

The study also shows that there's been an increase in the ownership of smaller pets: goldfish, guinea pigs and
hamsters are now more popular than 30 years ago.

More than three quarters of parents believe that pet care is so important that it should be taught as part of the
national curriculum. In fact over half of the parents surveyed would also like their child to have a furry classmate,
while only one in five schools have pets (such as rabbits, guinea pigs and goldfish).

The Pet Report also includes stories and videos that demonstrate how pets can help children, even making it easier
for them to focus on homework.

Should everyone have a pet?

So, if pets are so good for us, should everybody have one? My own belief is that almost everyone could benefit from
owning a pet of some type.

A companion animal has the ability to help us take the focus off ourselves, forcing us to pay attention to another living
creature. We may not always initially want to do this, but when we do, we often experience benefits, with our mood
improving, feeling better about ourselves and appreciating the qualities of another creature. Just as going to an
enthralling movie can transport us away from focussing on our humdrum daily problems, so can keeping an engaging
pet.  

The key to successful pet ownership is simple: choose carefully.

A poorly matched pet will only increase the stress levels in your life, but just as there is an old shoe for every old sock
in human relationships, I'm convinced that if they look hard enough, there's an ideal pet out there for every fussy
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human.
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